77-79 CUMBERLAND STREET, EDINBURGH

THE PROCKTER AERATOR  META & VEGA FISH FOODS

PRICE
50/-
POST FREE

META-VEGA
THE TWIN FOOD PAPERS

PER CARTON
1/-
POST 3d.

The finest foods used by knowledgeable aquarists throughout this country and overseas.

META: composed entirely of meat, fish and insect ingredients in extract form.

VEGA: composed entirely of natural green vegetable matter in extract form.

THE SCOT AERATOR

EVERTLASTING WATERPLANT

The new waterplant which will keep packed almost indefinitely and immediately return to its natural size formation when placed in water. A most decorative plant, ideal for spawning. Obtainable in three colours—red, green and natural, packed in transparent cellophane envelopes.

9d. EACH. POST 2½d. ON ANY AMOUNT

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE OBTAINABLE AT ALL PET STORES

DEALERS—THE SCOTTISH FISHERIES ARE ENTIRELY WHOLESALE. AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF OUR TRADE PRICES WILL BE GLADLY SENT YOU ON REQUEST.
SOUTH WESTERN AQUARISTS
AQUARIA • STANDS • ACCESSORIES • TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH • REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS
BOOKS • BOOKLETS

TROPICAL FISH: A large selection of healthy specimens include: ROSACEUS, SERPÆ, PANCHAX, ALBINO PARADISE, SPOTTED DANIOS, FLAMES, BLOODFINS, AMBASSIS, PERMA BLACKS, etc., all at reasonable prices.

"REPTILES AS PETS"
by IAN HARMAN
10.6 plus 6d. postage
An excellent publication, neat, informative, comprehensive and profusely illustrated. A worth-while addition to the herpetologist’s library.

WE ARE AGENTS FOR ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF AQUARIUM ACCESSORIES, FOODS, ETC. Please send S.A.E.

2, GLENBURNIE RD., TRINITY RD., LONDON, S.W.17
Telephone: BALHAM 7334

"MERO"
Voted as one of the Best Foods at the recent West of England Aquarists’ Conference

★ WE THE MANUFACTURERS ASSURE ALL AQUARISTS THAT "IT IS SO"
ST. MARTINS AQUARIAS
73 & 75 MONMOUTH STREET
LONDON WC2

Importers & Exporters

Proprietor: KENNETH A. ISAACS (Established 1831)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
EVERYTHING FOR TROPICAL AND COLD
AQUARIAS AND GARDEN PONDS
CACTI, FISH, PLANTS, APPLIANCES & FOODS

“K.A.I.” PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Prepared Fish Food</td>
<td>1/-, 2/6, 5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Filter Charcoal</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Dried Daphnia</td>
<td>9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Martins Heaters</td>
<td>each 12/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Martins Thermostats</td>
<td>each 22/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Ground Shrimp</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Shredded Shrimp</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;K.A.I.&quot; Glass Wool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exceptional selection of Tropical Fish and Plants in stock. Orthodox and original aquaria. Advice with pleasure. Send Stamp for Price List. Please state if Tropical, Cold, or Pond.

TRADERS—Are you on our Mailing List?

“EVERYTHING FOR PONDS AND AQUARIAS”
2 MINUTES FROM LEICESTER SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS AND CHARING CROSS
Editorial

In the Official Catalogue of the Great Exhibition, 1851 there appeared an apologetic foreword regretting the booklet's incompleteness and imperfections and giving as reason for this the reduced time given to its preparation "occasioned in a great measure by the delay of the return of forms."

At the British Aquarists' Festival this year there will be a special souvenir booklet containing useful information about the hobby, about exhibits, and listed names of exhibitors. No apologetic notes are required for our Festival literature, so for this reason as much as any other we are asking for early application for and prompt return of Festival Show Schedules and entry forms, obtainable from our Show Secretary, Mr. R. O. B. List.

It is to be stressed that entries are sought from aquarists who are not members of societies as well as from organised bodies and individual members. Distance need deter no one. Manchester's Belle Vue, site of the Festival, is easily accessible from all parts of Britain. It is only 189 miles from London, 225 miles from Glasgow, and can be reached by road, rail and airway. Arrangements are planned so that fishes entered in the Festival Show can be sent unaccompanied, by rail on selected fast trains from main stations, and the trains will be met at Manchester. Rail return of exhibits at the close of the show by advised trains will also be undertaken when requested beforehand. Individual attention will be given to intending entrants having special travel and carriage problems who write in about them.

Particular importance is attached to this facilitation of exhibiting by aquarists out of the immediate Festival area, for this national undertaking will be the first time that fish and plant stocks and breeding results, in different parts of the country, have been put together in numbers and subjected to close comparison by expert judges. Most of the shows on any large scale in the past, with the exception of those of Nottingham Aquarists and the Scottish Aquarium Society, have been held in the south, and even so many
northern aquarists have regularly entered their stocks. We know that southern aquarists will be keen to show their fishes at the northern venue of the B.A.F. for this reason.

We wish, too, to see aquarists from all over Britain at the Festival not only in spirit but also in the flesh! There will be plenty of attractions in the Exhibition Hall for visitors and a trip there will be a memorable occasion for any aquarist or pondkeeper. The Federation of Northern Aquarium Societies has formed a Hospitality Committee to seek the help of Federated society members in offering hospitality of aquarists’ homes to aquarist visitors to the B.A.F. who have to travel specially long distances to attend. Offers of hospitality of this sort for the Festival period will be gratefully received from Lancashire and Yorkshire readers.

Several societies have already told us that they have arranged train and motor coach outings for members and their families to visit the B.A.F. This is an idea that other societies may like to take up. We are negotiating with British Railways for reduced fares to operate for organised parties. Society secretaries will find that local coach companies will readily give details of their hire charges and that for even long journeys the cost per head is quite low. Parties of twenty-five or over are to be admitted to the Festival on tickets at reduced prices, to be ordered in advance.

A visit to the Festival at Belle Vue can be made a day’s outing for the family with every confidence, for admission prices include all the amenities of these famous pleasure gardens of the north, and the amusement and catering facilities there are excellent. Parties of aquarists travelling together should notify the Catering Department at Belle Vue of their meal requirements in good time before the visit to make certain that their day’s trip will be a well-organised and enjoyable occasion.

Organisation of the show side of the Festival is being looked after by an Organising Committee, which, in addition to members of the Festival’s Executive Council (Dr. J. F. Wilkinson, Mr. G. T. Thomas, Mr. C. Graham and The Aquarist’s editorial and executive representatives), who are ex officio members of the Committee, comprises the following prominent northern aquarists:

Messrs. J. Ellwood and T. S. Warburton (Belle Vue Aquarium Society); Mr. E. A. Sampson (Blackpool Aquatic Society); Mrs. P. D. Hammond (Doncaster Aquarium Society); Mr. H. Loder (East Lancashire Aquatic Society); Messrs. H. Charles and S. W. Cooke (Leeds Aquarists’ Society); Mr. E. J. Chapman (Sheffield Aquarists’ Society); Mrs. A. Ledger (Urmston Aquarium Society).

One section of the Festival for which we are now inviting entries is that of photography. It is intended to have a display of photographs of aquatic and herpetological interest and photographers wishing to place work in this section should write in without delay. Photographs may be of fishes, water plants, aquaria, ponds, water gardens, aquatic invertebrates, reptiles, amphibia. The address of the Exhibition Offices of The Aquarist is 24, Wood Lane, Isleworth, Middlesex (Phone: HOUNslow 9301).

Furnished Aquaria
—a special feature

PROVISION has been made for ninety furnished tropical and coldwater aquaria at the B.A.F., and good support for this feature—a good aquarist-recruiting medium and one always popular with established aquarists—is hoped for. Classes are given in the Festival Show Schedule, entries being invited from individuals, societies and other bodies. Tanks are provided and will be set up by entrants in the Festival Exhibition Hall. Considerable scope for novelty and ingenuity in design exists in this sphere, and for the Festival’s Bee Furnished Aquarium an unique prize, the like of which has not been awarded before at any aquarium show, has been kindly donated by Messrs. Caissens and Sons & Co. Ltd.
Zebra Among the Cichlids

by

JACK HEMS

As we, among other things, that in general the are the big fellows of the aquarium and that. The trouble with this piece of knowledge not to influence the newcomer away from some swimming space makes for happier domestic sexes and (given proper and sufficient maximum growth, there is no reason why miles of, say, seven gallons capacity should accommodate single pairs of all but the best indifferent kinds.

as a tank for cichlids, it must be borne in mind there are smooth surfaces, or at the bottom of elevations formed in the sand. They are scared, and like to choose their own slab of rock on of different sized and different coloured by the kindly aquarist.

s can tolerate submerged vegetation. To the plants, all forms of plant life suggest a lurking die (in the wild, larger species of fish and fishes) and as such is uprooted as quickly as it is assumed. All the same, it is possible to keep foliaged plants with extensive root-systems and not be imagine for one moment to be able to grow any of them to perfection, for when asking too much from fish whose jaws are sharp to crack a snail's shell into splinters, or length of slate through the sand from one end and to the other. Furthermore, cichlids create muddy sediment.

Fast-moving Cichlid

mugiloides from Central America is one of the most exciting members of the family. European one the zebra cichlid, but American hobbyists try to by the elusive name of Kongo cichlid, grows to a length of between three and four will breed when only half the latter size. The ichthyologist Günther described the fish early on, it was not until the early part of the species became known or available to the old. Until then its scientific appellation applied to the larger, rather inactive and more Dempsey —C. bicolatum Regan cichlid is not a sedate swimmer. It dashes about at express speed, usually from one rock to another, though its very existence depend on these ways. In between times, the fish is very fond of her archways of piled rock. It is easy to feed: uncooked or cooked, coarse-grained packet, small snails, worms and so on are taken with.

What it cannot consume on the spot it will hide among the rockwork, there to rest. Each of the imagination can the species be termed an apex fish. From early days it acts the bully: not for the zebra cichlid. At an inch long it for an enraged bull at any fish that is enjoying its food, or goggling innocently through the glass of the aquarium. It relies on its domed, battering-ram of a head to knock submission into its companions. At two inches it should be given a tank to itself. But there is no question that a pair of zebra cichlids will give the aquarist plenty of entertainment. If a true pair cannot be obtained from a dealer, it is a good plan to buy several youngsters and wait for them to sort themselves out.

The ground colour of this fish varies from old ivory to light grey, shading down to lighter underparts. Several dark bars adorn the sides and extend into the dorsal fin. Golden-yellow patches ornament the spaces between the bars on the upper back; yellow patches are also present between the dark markings on the dorsal fin. The serrated edges of the dorsal and anal fins are lined with emerald green. A greenish sheen also overlies the head. The scales on the breast flash silvery gold. The ventral fins are sooty black; the tail fin is translucent grey. A dark marking covers the root of the tail. The black markings appear and disappear according to the mood of the fish. At its handsome best, it rather resembles a dusky coral fish. Its custom of hovering over rockwork with its gold-rimmed, beady black eyes intelligently alert adds to the deception. Strangely enough, the plumper-sized female has the richer colours. She is also more of a bully than the male and often keeps him well down among the rocks.

Family-raising

Eggs are almost always deposited where the aquarist cannot see them—in holes scraped away behind rockwork, or in dark caves. The very fact that the fish seem to be spending most of their time fussing about in some shady crevice usually denotes a family. With all their faults zebra cichlids are good parents, and one always stays on guard while the other swims to the front of the aquarium to receive food; and having snatched a mouthful of whatever is on the menu, the fish will streak back to the nursery so that its partner can take a turn.

The babies, which in the first stages of their development resemble a vibrating greyish to brownish jelly, become fre
Heat Treatment for Disease

by Dr. A. STOLK

Translated by W. J. VAN DER KOLK

In general we can distinguish three methods in the treatment of fish diseases: (a) the chemical method (baths in solutions of kitchen salt, formalin, sal-ammoniac, permanganate of potash and hydrogen peroxide); (b) the biological method (placing the fish in oxygenated surroundings, with the desired acidity, the application of warm baths); (c) the physical method, of which we can consider the application of heat, by increasing the water temperature, as the most important.

In this article I want to draw particular attention to heat treatments. The treatment deserves full mention for, although the biological method may play a big role in the treatment of "air-bubble disease," carbonic acid poisoning, decapsulation and all possible injuries, it is not effective for going into oblivion, but to which the younger generation is again paying attention."

I have applied this method with not quite satisfactory results. In many cases I succeeded in eliminating the white spots, but after some time a "relapse" often set in and I had to start again from the beginning. This experience induced me to use the intermittent application of heat instead of the continuous application. By this method the water temperature is changed in turn, from normal to a higher one and then back again to normal. By tracing the development of the parasitic ciliate, we can fairly well explain the relapses occurring in white spot disease.

Icthyophthirius, which can be brought into the tank with live foods (Tubifex, Daphnia and bloodworms), attaches itself to a fish and penetrates the epidermis. The latter reacts to this contact; small "bubbles," the white spots, that are found in great numbers on the skin and fins of the affected fish, arise around each parasite.

After having lived in a "bubble" for some time, the single-celled parasite, which consists of an almost globular lump of protoplast, possessing a cell-mouth, cell-anus, a macro-nucleus, a micro-nucleus and a great number of contractile vacuoles situated at the surface, leaves the "bubble" to rest on the bottom of the tank and form the so-called "cyst." In this cyst a process of division of the Icthyophthirius takes place, with the result that often more than a hundred new parasites enter the tank. They possess an oblong form and are covered with many hairlike vibrating organs (cilia) by which they move spirally through the water. When they reach a fish, they penetrate the epidermis, become round in shape, and with this the cycle is completed.

Encystment of the parasite on the aquarium bottom
Some Facts About Aquarium Water

by G. F. HERVEY

(Continued from page 199, January issue)

It has been argued that testing water for pH is not worth the trouble involved. To some extent I agree. If the fish are in health and active no one but a fool would object with the pH value of the water. It has to be noticed, however, that some fishes (e.g. Rasboras) thrive in acid water, others (e.g. Corydoras) in alkaline water. The purpose of breeding, therefore, it may be necessary to adjust the pH value of the water in order that conditions in the aquarium shall approximate as closely as possible to natural conditions favoured by the fish.

To adjust the pH value of water artificially, sodium bicarbonate may be added if the water is too acid, and dihydrogen phosphate if the water is too alkaline. It has been noticed that when sodium dihydrogen phosphate leaves an unsightly precipitate on the surface of the water, it is due to the slow precipitation of calcium carbonate coupled with a gradual loss of carbon dioxide, causing a corresponding increase in the pH value of the water. Most water contains appreciable quantities of calcium carbonate and bicarbonate; these are converted by sodium dihydrogen phosphate into calcium carbonate and bicarbonate, and free carbon dioxide. It is this last which is gradually removed.

The pH value may be obviated by using potassium hydrogen carbonate instead of sodium dihydrogen phosphate, since calcium tartrate is reasonably soluble. However, the only way to avoid an increase in pH, less of carbon dioxide, is to decarbonate the water (if for about fifteen minutes) before adjusting it to the desired pH value.

It is important to observe that chemicals must not be added to the water haphazardly. A small quantity of acid should be added, at intervals of half a day, and pH measured after each addition. Care must always be taken never to alter the pH value of the water suddenly; it is dangerous to subject a fish to a pH change of more than 0.3 on the scale per day, taken in two steps of two hours each. This is one of the reasons why experienced aquarists, when changing the water in an aquarium, take care to slowly withdraw the old water; explain, before introducing the new water, they acclimatise it to the aquarium in which it is to be kept, by one or two partial changes of water. In fact, except for special reasons, experienced aquarists do not generally trouble themselves with determining the pH value of water. They take the precaution to fill the aquarium with natural water (that is, water drawn from a safe pond, stream, or water butt) or with tap water that has been matured or boiled, and to replace water lost by evaporation with distilled water or water that has been properly treated. To replace water lost by evaporation, it is proper to replace water lost by evaporation with distilled water or water that has been properly treated. Therefore, that if losses by evaporation are made from the tap, or other source, in time the water in the aquarium will have too high a mineral content.

For the rest, they judge the quality of water more by eye than by any chemical test. Good water should be of a greenish-amber tint, and have a beautiful crystal-clarity that is so different from new clear water drawn from a tap, and yet so difficult to describe. Unhealthy water may be recognised by its faint bluish tinge and oily clarity: such water lacks essential mineral salts and should be changed at once. Writers on aquarium management are very fond of recording that "old water is best for fish." This, however, is rather misleading; for the fact that water has been standing for a long time does not necessarily ensure that it is unhealthy, and, by the same token, the fact that water has not been standing for a long time does not necessarily mean that it is unhealthy water.

The plain fact is that if you have a few fish in a large aquarium, plenty of plant life, and sufficient light, the aquarium is biologically balanced and one can speak of the water in it as being old, even though it may have been drawn from the tap only a few weeks before. On the other hand, if the aquarium is overcrowded with fish, insufficiently planted, and receiving too little light, the fish will not thrive, and the water will be unhealthy, even though it may have been standing for years. In fine, it is not so much a case of the water being old or new in length of time, but of the water being healthy or unhealthy.

Very often the water in an aquarium will become cloudy soon after the aquarium has been filled. This should not be taken as a sign that the water is unhealthy. In the process of the maturing of new water many changes in appearance occur. At the first change the water looks opaque, subsequently becoming green. The opaqueness is due to chemical changes. The greenness is due to the presence of algae (most freshwater algae are green), to the development of which new water, because it is usually alkaline, is very susceptible. Infusoria and rotifers bring about a cloudy appearance of the water.

So long as these conditions do not go too far they are to be welcomed; for algae are not only good oxygenators, but they supply the omnivorous fish with a good vegetable food. The time to act is when the water takes on a thick, turbid appearance (just as though a little milk had been poured into the water) and when a faint but unpleasant odour can be detected. Then the water should be changed at once, for if deaths have not already occurred they may be expected at any moment. It is a common practice among inexperienced aquarists to give fish much more food than is necessary for their immediate wants. Pieces of worm, dead flies, dried food, and the like, are thrown into the water regardless of the fact that the fish cannot eat every morsel. That which is left uneaten quickly decomposes and pollutes the water.

The turbidity of the water is due to fungoid growths of a whitish nature, which are the outcome of an exuberance of decomposing nitrogenous organic matter. The condition is popularly known as "sour water." It may occur at any time of the year, but it is more likely to occur in the summer months; for, as we all know from experience, decomposition is hastened by warmth. But no matter what time of the year the condition arises, there is not an alternative except to take down the aquarium, disinfect everything, and begin again. Under such conditions, a partial change of water is useless.
Pests at the Pondside

HAVE you ever noticed that if you say that something has never happened to you with regard to your fish pond that soon after, the very thing does happen? This has been my experience on more than one occasion; I have only to say that my fishes never do a certain thing for them to do it within a few days. It was not long ago that a visitor, whilst looking at my pond and fantails, said: "Don't you ever lose any fish by cats or birds?"

I had replied that apart from the cat taking one or two, many years ago, I had been extremely lucky. I have now had another pest to contend with in the shape of a kingfisher. I was working in my garage one afternoon and when looking out of the window towards the pond I saw a kingfisher sitting on a large tank watching the water in a small shallow pond. This pond is only about twelve feet from my house and I could see the bird quite plainly. As I watched, it dived into the pond and returned to the same spot with a small fish, which was quickly eaten. I drove the bird away but it returned four times in about an hour. I saw it take another fish and I noticed that each time it came it settled on the same spot.

The tank on which the bird had perched contained two of my show specimen fantails and as I did not want them to make it a meal I covered the tank over with a wire netting frame. Almost immediately after, the bird returned and appearing quite indifferent to the changed surroundings it settled on the edge of the frame and carried on with its watching. There are few birds which would not have been suspicious at the new object but the kingfisher was quite contemptuous of it. The small pond in question had contained about sixty young fishes. Fortunately they were not good fantails but throwouts which I had removed from other tanks when I noticed them as being of poor quality. After the discovery of the kingfisher I searched the pond but was unable to find one fish.

I must say that the sight of the bird gave me a bit of a shock. The pond has been made for about fourteen years and during that time I have not caught a glimpse of a kingfisher. I live in a fairly well built up area about fourteen miles from the centre of London. The river Pinn, a small stream, is only about a hundred and fifty yards away and on the day when I first saw the bird the stream was in full flood after recent rain, and the water in it was quite muddy. I should imagine that a bird would have great difficulty in seeing a fish in such water, and that may have been the reason for it finding my pond.

The usual method for the kingfisher to adopt when fishing is to select a prominent bough of a tree, a dead one without leaves for preference, or a post near the water. The bird will use the same perch nearly every day, so you can keep an eye on it; if it will return there if you keep still or hide nearby. When the bird sees a fish it drops quickly into the water. It really does enter the water but is not there for more than a second or so.

The question which aquarists are likely to ask is, "How large a fish can a kingfisher eat?" The answer is a bit difficult but I think that it can be assumed that a kingfisher can easily eat sticklebacks and also minnows. It will also eat any other young fishes of other kinds that it can catch and I think that a fish about three inches long would be about its limit. They can, however, do damage to larger fish if they do not actually kill them. I have found one of my fantails which has a body length of about three inches with damage marks centrally on each side of the body and it appeared to be the type of damage one would expect from a stroke by a kingfisher. Whether the damage was actually caused by a kingfisher I am unable to say, but the fish was unharmful one day and then the next day I noticed the scars on it.

The bird does not appear to be easily frightened and I do not know what to suggest will keep one away once it has found the pond. I have had to resort to netting, but this is a very difficult procedure if your pond is large. I have often deprecated the practice of taming your pond fish so that they come up for food at your approach, as I am of the opinion that this makes them a great deal more vulnerable to fishers at the pond; I always like to see my fishes dart from the surface of the water as soon as I approach. I am sure that it does not in the least harm the fishes, and some are very adept at catching them. A very good way to keep cats away from the pond is to surround it by a bog garden. Cats do not like walking in water and the provision of a quantity of water, no matter how shallow, will do much to prevent cats from watching for fish. If a cat is continually at a pond an occasional douching with cold water will often scare it away.

There is another pest which sometimes attacks fish in garden pools and that is the common grass snake. These reptiles, although not poisonous, can eat fish of quite a fair size by stretching their mouths over their victims; grass snakes are set point back so that anything held has little chance of escaping. I know of nothing that one can do once snakes find the pond, as netting will not keep them away. Snakes are fond of hiding by day in dark, cool spots; at least grass snakes are, and so the provision of a suitable cover which can be inspected occasionally may trap the reptile. I have known several pondkeepers who have been worried by grass snakes and in some cases they have cleared the pond of fish, and some of these ponds have not been in the open country by any means. If a pond were made with the edges raised with an outward curve near the top this would prevent a snake from climbing in but it is of little use to the owner of a pond already made.

Another bird pest which does give trouble at times is the heron. I think that this bird is not so likely to fish a pond which is very near a house, but they may come early in the morning. Strands of black thread or fine black wire stretched across the pond may keep these birds away. Some birds do not appear to see these black threads whilst others will walk freely among them. A heron can eat a fish up to a pound weight and where one finds a pond of fish then it may return often enough to clear the pond.

Aquarists living near the sea coast may get trouble from seagulls and this trouble may not be confined to near the coast. Nowadays the seagulls appear to live as much inland as they do near the sea and it is only necessary to watch ploughing to see the large numbers of gulls following the plough for wireworms, etc. Whether or not all the gulls are fish eaters is a wonder that we manage to breed any fish at all in open ponds yet over the past fourteen years I have lost very few fish; I always hope that these fishes would not have been the strongest and fastest. A happy thought, but I wonder if it is true?

A. Boarder
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Savage Stripes from the River

by EDWIN LEWZEN

As to an angler the other bank of the river always harbours the best fish, so to the aquarist fish from abroad seem to have the greater appeal than our native. Yet a comparison for general attractiveness in habits, and adaptability is certainly not odious to those in our own rivers and ponds. Since our natives are more easily come by, they should have the merit, if all else tamed them, of being cheaper. Size, too, is not so fancied as for the imported fish, as transport for them does not cost so many conditions. Perhaps we cannot expect the bitterfish, bittling, catfish, sunfish, and bass to appear in favour of our loach, gudgeon, miller’s thumb, roach, and perch, but although some dealers supply British water fish how many of you reading this have seen even specimens of a ruffe or a barbel?

A Glorious Fish

Of our natives, one of the most striking in appearance is the perch. It is common in most of our waters, pond or river, since it is equally at home in either. From my experience I believe the perch in a river to have brighter colors than its cousin in still water. From a clean and unpolluted river the perch is a glory to see. His sides are a deep green, striped, as is the broad and humped back, with wide bands of black. His fins are tinted vividly with setting off the lustre of his golden eyes.

The perch is essentially a flesh eater, although at times it will take a piece of bread sinking in the water. The chief odor of those large enough is, of course, the young of other fish which, by the way, does not exclude its own kind. Worms and water insects are hunted almost as eagerly, but less substantial in size, and fewer in number, are seldom searched for more in the season when there are few tiddlers available.

Perch are gregarious, the shoals normally consisting of one size of fish, for although less carnivorous fish also keep to one size, for the perch smaller than the rest of the shoal perhaps would be rather nerve-racking. As the fish get older and larger (they are slow-growing by the way) the size of the shoal diminishes, the remainder being, no doubt, the survivors from the rigors of natural selection. I believe the large fish are mostly solitary and take up a regular haunt, whereas those of small and medium size are very active in the summer, having fixed and regular swarms, although these do shift according to the season.

Chase in the Shallows

The small perch of up to six inches in length is greedy and impetuous, but those of one pound in weight are very cunning and hunt in a very purposeful way, cheapening anything suspicious very wary. As the fish of all kinds keep to the shallows the perch must come inshore to feed on them. It is therefore possible to see a shoal of wild fish feeding. I have often watched this fascinating sight, and I am convinced that each perch as the shoal moves in slowly and marks its victim. This reckless creature is then literally hounded to exhaustion, the chase being very fast and sometimes covering quite a distance, the small fish leaping out of the water repeatedly to escape its pursuer.

Although a menace to all small fishes the perch can be quite a tame aquarium subject.

Those which cannot gain the shelter of a stone or weeds are eventually overtaken and swallowed whole, head first. Ailing fish, or those which are not bright enough to seek shelter at the approach of perch, are naturally the first to disappear, for if they are marked out for a meal they will soon be caught, while their healthy and more sagacious fellows may escape to run another day. The food taken is not chewed but goes immediately to the stomach. The teeth of the perch are in the mouth, also on the lips and tongue, and for holding the meal are inclined towards the throat, preventing escape of prey. They are not large, and the mouth to the exploratory finger feels like glass paper.

Dorsal Spines

The spines on the dorsal fin suggest some means of defence, but in practice this seems not to be the case. I once hooked an eight-inch perch from a shoal of many hundreds, all easily discernible in the sunlight from the bridge on which I was standing. The spined dorsal fin of this fish was fully erect in its alarm. Suddenly from the depths an enormous perch rose and swallowed the struggling and flashing fish, severing my line as it did so. Apart from its disregard of my "catch's" spines it is interesting to note that only an obviously wounded fish was swallowed from a shoal of equally available mouthfuls.

Young perch of two to three inches in length can be captured in the summer from the water's edge with the use of a net. These do well in an aquarium but it is advisable to make your catch from a pond as the river fish is more difficult to keep in still water. Small perch in captivity are inclined to suck if frightened, I had one that actually fainted if I came upon it suddenly, turning on its back with all its colours faded. After a while they settle down and feed readily on live worms and grubs. It is advisable to have at least two together, as they seem to gain confidence sooner in company.

Large perch for the outdoor pond are more often and more easily obtained from an angler friend. They appear to take no harm from being hooked and are soon feeding as

(Continued at foot of next page)
Shading Shrubs for the Rock Garden

by

W. E. SHEWELL-COOPER

For years now I have been extremely interested in the use of shrubs and conifers in the rock garden. There have been cases, of course, where these have not been used with discretion and so the whole effect has been overpowering. On the other hand, there are rock gardens where the shrubs provide a very useful background for the Alpine plants and where they are so planted that they give shade exactly where and when it is necessary, plus the right protection. Use the right type of shrub and it can be very effective. This is the reason why the largest proportion of the rock gardens we see today are based on the most interesting and attractive of the Alpine plants that are in bloom in April and May. This is because these plants have been grown with special care and attention, and the result is a variety of interesting and attractive combinations.

Types of shrubs and their use depends on the size of the rock garden. I hope later on, to be able to mention shrubs which are of a very dwarf character as well as those which can easily be kept within bounds by the careful and proper use of a pair of secateurs. I have a shrub which has to be killed off regularly; there is no place for topiary in the garden of this characteristic. There's something fascinating about the prostrate growing shrub which, so to speak, creeps over a boulder and screens it. As against this, there are what I call the little finnichs—those lovely little conifers which look like baby church spires. Again, there are the deciduous baby shrubs which grow something like a round ball and which I always think look like miniature hedges in the winter time, in consequence.

Many of the shrubs bear the most lovely coloured berries, as well as carrying leaves with autumnal tints. Some reader will know the beautiful Acer disstans. This has the most beautifully cut foliage and when it is in its autumnal clothing, it always looks to me like some exotic bird. Don't forget that many of the baby shrubs love peat, especially the rhododendrons and azaleas—not only will they appreciate the peat being worked into the soil before planting, but also top dressings given each year as they go to bed for the winter.

The shrubs that lose their leaves in the autumn and early winter are best planted in the late autumn though you can put them in the same day during the winter; but those who are going in for the evergreen conifers had better order now and plant in April. If we start with the conifers, then I should like to recommend Picea Albertiana conica, because it is the most perfectly cone shaped type I know, with bright green foliage densely packed. Its only fault is that it grows rather slow and so usually has to be removed from the rock garden at the end of five or six years.

A baby compared to this one is Juniperus communis combrassata—this is very dwarf and produces a dense pyramid of fine bluish grey foliage, column like in habit. You can plant a choice specimen which is only five inches high and fifteen or sixteen years later it will only be about two feet high—it grows so slowly. The other juniper that must go in the list is J. c. prostrata. This is the low growing prostrate or creeping variety which is never higher than about five inches but which will spread if allowed almost indefinitely. It does best in moist soil but it must be very well drained.

Cedrus Libani nana is a stunted type of very slow growing cedar. The young leaves are bright green; the tallest I have ever seen is three feet and the spread is usually about the same. It has a kind of semi-arching regular appearance, I will just mention one more conifer, and that is Thujis occidentalis compacta. This produces an absolute ball of bright green but its fault is that it eventually grows too large. It helps matters if it is dug up every third year and is given a little root pruning before being put back again in April.

However, let us leave the plain evergreens and think about some of the baby flowering shrubs. For semi-shade and for peaty soil, there is Andromeda polifolia, which produces its white urn-like flowers from April to August, together with lovely grey leaves. It never grows taller than two feet. Berberis buxifolia nana never grows any taller but likes, on the other hand, a sunny spot, producing orange yellow flowers in April and May, followed by the most beautiful purple fruit. Cassissia tetragona is fascinating for it bears tiny bell like flowers spathe like dainties from the shoots on thread-like stems. The little bushes never grow any higher than twelve inches and they can be a mass of bloom from the end of March to the beginning of June. Most people like scent and so they will plump for a nine inch shrub Daphne Blagayana whose flowers are a creamy white in March and April, while the bushes are not only evergreen but somewhat spreading in habit. Erica cavan is, of course, a type of heather which seldom grows taller than nine inches and will give colour from December to May very often. There are suitable varieties which bear white, pink or crimson flowers and it is one of the few Ericaceous types which will put up with lime. Gaultheria procumbens, on the other hand, must grow in a limeless soil and preferably in peat. It bears its pinkish white flowers in July and August, with a mass of bright red berries to follow. I have it growing six inches high with three or four in a little group and it is most attractive. The last plant to go in my list must be Genista sagittalis because of its golden flowers; it is lovely in June, August and September—a one-footer at the most.

Savage Stripes from the River

(Continued from preceding page)

well as ever. They like a deep pool to retire to, probably feeling insecure in shallow water. I regard this as most important for their comfort. The largest of lob worms will satisfy their appetites and they can become very tame indeed. The capacity of the perch illustrated with erect dorsal fin is a dozen of the largest worms I can find twice a week. My brother has a number of perch six to nine inches in length; on the approach of his wife they rise to the surface, turning their heads in her direction whichever way she walks. They take worms from her fingers without fear, although they do not so favour any one else. They obviously have powers of recognition, if not for faces then for clothing. I should add that being a keen gardener she is constantly feeding them.

Perch can be kept quite safely with other fish of half their size and over. My own perch include some twelve inches long. I have frequently seen a score or so perch fry swimming unconcernedly by them, completely disregarded. The fry seem to know they are safe and strangely the perch accept the fact. Do perch have a rule about shooting sitting birds?
Loaches that can Weather Forecast

GERMANS know the European form (M. fossilis) as риэлский, or mud biter, and, like ourselves, employ them as a food. They are well known to Oriental gastronomes. They take good food by Oriental gastronomes. They take good food by a stew, fish is not to be wondered at seeing that more than a century ago Izaak Walton commended close relatives to the palate and stomach of sick men. Continental homes the European species is kept in tanks to act as a living barometer. For at the height of stormy weather the fish usually becomes very active and swims excitedly up and down the glass sides of the aquarium. Storms don’t come every day, and normally M. fossilis is quite inactive. It is possessed of the rather curious habit of digging itself into the sand, and staying there for lengthy periods with just the front portion of its body exposed to view.

Owing to this habit, large specimens can become rather a nuisance in an aquarium, but small specimens are extremely useful for keeping the bottom clean. They sift the sand very thoroughly for particles of edible matter. That is, edible to fishes. Food is consumed at night-time as well as during the day.

The European species has sides ornamented with horizontal stripes of nigler brown and pale stone or clavely-yellow colour. The Asiatic form is light grey with darker blotches on the body. Both species attain a length of between eight and twelve inches.

Jack Hems

Aquatic Ferns

FERNs of the family Salviniaeae, Salvinia and Azolla are curious little plants which at their best resemble terrestrial ferns in both size and habit, for like terrestrial ferns they are floating plants which are more reminiscent of ferns than terrestrial ferns in both size and habit, for like terrestrial ferns they have a certain elusive faintness which is to be found in both ferns and mosses.

Azolla—"Fairy Moss"

The genus Azolla is chiefly tropical, but the South American A. filiculoides Lam., has become naturalised in parts of southern England and Ireland and is likely species to be encountered in collections of aquatic plants in this country. It is characteristic of the genus that the plant consists of one or two lobes serving as a float from which occasional oval, thin, rootless stems trail down, whilst the upper green lobe is in contact with the water.

Interesting feature about Azolla is that the upper lobe serves as a special hollow chamber which always contains the blue-green alga, Anabaena. This is not a parasite, as experiments indicate that there is true symbiosis. In other words the alga isn’t getting "something for nothing"; it fixes free nitrogen for its host in return for its food and lodging. The host benefits by this arrangement because nitrogen is one of the major elements essential for plant growth.

Reproduction is usually vegetative only, but is quite rapid in a healthy colony. Azolla will soon form an attractive carpet over the whole of a small pond or tank if permitted to do so, but as thinning out consists merely of skimming a quantity of plants off the surface of the water this rapidity of reproduction need be no cause for alarm, even if the water has other occupants of greater importance. Azolla, being of small size, is equally suitable for indoor tanks or outdoor pools, although it is advisable to keep a few reserve colonies indoors during the winter as it may not be able to survive a severe winter in many parts of the British Isles.

S. G. H.
**Plant-like Animals**

by Dr. E. ELKAN

Along the coast of the North Sea, in the tidal waters of Great Britain, Germany, Holland, and Iceland, the bottom of the sea can, in places, be found covered with a "growth" that has always been well known to fishermen although they rarely knew what it was. They called it white weed, sea moss or sea cypress, indicating that they thought it was a plant and that it looked a little like moss and a little like cypress leaves.

It covers the ground in beds up to ten inches thick, and it does look like moss or cypress leaves. Yet—it is not a plant, neither synthetic nor natural. It is the external skeleton of a hydroid polyp, _Sertularia cupressina_ (sertula, L.—a garland or a wreath; _Cupressus_—a cypress) and it is now being sold as a decorative plant-like addition for aquariums. By the time we get it, the animals which make up these large colonies, and each of which looks very much like a plumper version of the freshwater polyp _Hydra_ we know so well, have disappeared through drying and washing, and under the low-power microscope we only see the pockets in which they have lived.

The external skeleton in which these polyps hide themselves is made of chitin—not of chalk nor of silica. This is the same substance that insects use for making their external skeletons and it is very remarkable to see the same substance put to the same use so much lower down on the evolutionary scale. Chitin is very resistant to chemicals; neither acids nor alkalies in weak concentrations attack it, and it has the further advantage of being pliable, a most necessary quality for anything that wants to last at the bottom of tidal waters.

_Sertularia_ had a short and brilliant career in the days of our grandparents, who loved to adorn their parlours with knick-knacks of all sorts, and who taught their children to make "landsapes" and picture frames from sea-moss. It is known that this fashion goes back to 1755 in England and that we then had an export trade of dyed and natural sea-moss to France and Germany. Round about 1860 German shrimp and crab-fishers started to fish for sea-moss as a side line. They invented a kind of rake and located the sea-moss beds so well that the Kaiser had to issue an edict forbidding sea-moss fishing from April to August. The sea-moss needed time to grow and over-fishing endangered fish which used to spawn in those beds.

The fishermen, however, did what they could: in the 1909-10 season those of the island of Langeoog (one of the Frisian islands) "caught" 500 kg., and in 1916 the U.S.A. imported 150,000 kg. to the tune of 50,000 dollars from Europe. Fashion kings even made the attempt to induce women to have their hats embellished with the sea-cypress. Surprisingly enough, this suggestion did not catch on and the women refused the mermaid idea, and with the various wars and the change of taste the sea-moss business declined.

Somebody has apparently revived it now, the idea being to supply aquarists with an everlasting plant-substitute on which fish can spawn all the year round, which needs no soil, which can easily be taken out for washing and can be used again and again. My own experience so far is that it works well with _Xenopus_, and I see no reason why it should not work equally well with fish. But while the fashion lasts let us proclaim the thing for what it really is: the external skeleton of a marine polyp—not a plant.

---

**The Aquarist's Hospital Aquarium Fund**

"We have had no trouble at all with the children since the "tiddlers" arrived. They have responded even more quickly to treatment. Our only problem now is sending them home." So writes the matron of a Leeds hospital for children when thanking Leeds aquarists for the gift of an aquarium.

Evidence of the popularity of hospital aquariums has been amply provided since _The Aquarist's_ announcement of the institution of the Hospital Aquarium Fund last December. Letters from doctors, nurses and ex-patients all tell of the value of this interest-therapy to the sick and disabled.

Societies all over Britain have responded magnificently to the appeal for help and many have written to ask how they can aid the creation of the Fund. This form of aid is welcome, and publicity given at local shows or functions with collections from the public, will be greatly appreciated.

Donation forms with explanatory notes and illustrations are available for distribution by societies.

All correspondence should be addressed to Hospital Aquarium Fund, "The Aquarist", 24, Wood Lane, Isleworth, Middlesex.

THE AQUARIST
Write—

Readers are invited to express their
and opinions on subjects of
interest to aquarists. A selection from
text received will also be answered.

The Editor reserves the right to
consider letters when considered neces-
and is not responsible for the
views expressed by correspondents.

Hospital Aquarium Fund

It gives me much pleasure when reading your Editorial in
The Aquarist to see that you are
Hospital Aquarium Fund, as in December, I had
the pleasure of presenting on behalf of the Guppy Breeders' 
Section of the Leicester Aquarium Society a 4 ft. 6 in. by
14 in. furnished aquarium with 60-70 tropical
fishes in a community tank. The enthusiasm with
which the gift was received by the staff and children of the
Ward No. 2 in the Royal Infirmary proved to us
that the object of interesting children passing
the ward, both educationally and psychologically,
gave us much pleasure to help all we possibly
or Fund and we wish it every success.

H. ESTERBROOK, Chairman,
Guppy Breeders' Section,
Leicester Aquarium Society

Nannathoips trilineatus

I was much pleased to see on your 1951 calendar
the interesting fish Nannathoips trilineatus.
Mr. J. Leonard Monk, of the London Aquarium, has described in
two issues of The Aquarist, January 1951, the species in
mentioned as new, and Neolobias (mentioned in
this issue). The Neolobias lineatus is a species of the
sider of the lateral line in Neolobias as
a -lineatus, both of which characters are
Nannathoips. There is also a variation in the
coloration, which is less conspicuous in the
fish classified in the book
Neolobias.

Aquarium Antibiotics

Dr. Boulenger, in his book on British Fishes, mentions the
existence of a species of Nannathoips, Neolobias, and
other genera. One of these is the Neolobias lineatus, which
is described as new in this issue. The species is
characterized by a lateral line along the body, and a
colour pattern of black and white stripes along the
side of the fish.

Address letters:

The Editor, The Aquarist,
The Butts, Half Acre,
Brentford, Middlesex.

Painless Death

My practice is to transfer the fish to a jar of warm water
and place it in the refrigerator (or in winter—merely
out of doors) to chill gradually. The fish becomes quiescent
and dies without any appearance of suffering.

This seems to me to be the easiest method possible, and
kindest to both the fish and his keeper.

Mrs. Grace Hunter,
Entfield, Middlesex.

Hydra Control

Last month in The Aquarist there was an article on Hydras.
As we had the pest in two tanks—one containing small
fish two weeks old and the other, swordtails, zebrafish
and wagtail plants, we followed the method given and put
ammonium sulphate in both tanks.

All fishes appeared doped and stayed at one end of the
tank all day. Next morning one zebra was dead in one
tank, and several small fry dead in the other. Since then
we have lost another zebra and a total of twenty-four small
fish dead in the other. This method worked well and
the ammonium sulphate was added until they were removed
to clean tanks where the remaining fish were swimming
freely.

W. Wheeler,
Walthamstow, E.17

The method is well-tried and safe to use if (1) the chemical is
dissolved in water before adding to the tanks; (2) it is well
stirred into the tank water as solution; and (3) if the recom-
mented dose is not exceeded and pure chemical is used.

Another Freak

One of my goldfishes is perfect but for the fact that it
has two anal fins! There is one on each side of its
body. Is this unusual and can anybody inform me why
it should have this abnormality?

D. A. Conroy,
Newport, Salop.

It would be most interesting to know why the particular
defect develops but all that can be said is that goldfishes
are particularly prone to produce freaks from their spawnings
and that duplications and omissions of organs are both quite
common.

H. C. B. Thomas,
Bristol, 7.
Swordtail Breeding

During the last two or three years I have been making a study of some of the livebearers, mainly platys and swordtails, and the following is a record of some of my findings.

I have always been keen to obtain a really good strain of black swordtail and none being readily obtainable I decided to breed my own. The classical way of obtaining black swordtails is to cross a green sword male with a black platy female. On discussing this with a fellow aquarist we decided that albino swordtails would be better than green owing to their complete lack of body pigment. We were further influenced by the fact that I had been breeding albino and had a good selection to hand.

Not knowing if the cross had been made before, I made searches into genetics articles to try and form theories of what we might obtain. Luck was with us; my friend making the first step—though in reverse—it being a male black platy × female albino sword. After the birth of the first young the female died, seemingly through the size of the young (of which there were fifteen), their heads appearing to be rather outsize. These young turned out to be mainly black with white patches, and with live foods, micro and brine shrimps plus adequate room for growth, were approximately an inch long at two months.

These turned out to be seven having mainly black bodies with all clear fins and a whitish line from the mouth along the back to the first dorsal ray. Five were black all over except for the paler belly and clear fins and the last three were black all over, the colour even spreading into the dorsal and caudal fins. These latter were rather smaller than the rest and it was evident that two of them were male black platys, but the third showed a faint sword appearing. All the rest remained female swords.

Shortly after we removed the two black platys all three males died within a week; also three of the females died, but four of the remaining females when they were three and a half months old and had birth to young—two broods having platy characteristics and two swords.

One of the crosses I was trying was with two adult fish, a black male swordtail loaned to me by Mr. Sinclair of the Paington Zoo Aquarium (the only black he had) and a large albino female of my own. These fish were together for two and a half months until the death of the black male (killed by his mate). I waited for several weeks hoping the albino would show signs of a brood, but no luck—so I concluded the experiment had failed.

Being keen to get a female swordtail of either red or gold coloration I put the albino female with a red swordtail swordtail. Sure enough, in three weeks she deepened and looked due for a colossal brood; I expected at least a hundred sword-crosses. But once again I was disappointed. This time she did give birth just four weeks and two days after the male was put with her, but only eleven young appeared. These are uniform in colour, being yellow swordtail swordtails. As these fish are now only a few weeks old I hesitate to say they are yellow swordtail swordtails in view of what has happened. The albino female meanwhile still looked plump, and I thought she would drop her next brood early; this time I really promised myself a hundred or more, having found in the past that a second brood usually yields the highest number.

Then, only two weeks after the birth of the yellow wags the albino female was found dead one morning. I was disappointed, but took her out of the tank and decided to hold a post-mortem to see if the fatness was a growth or a large brood of yellow wags. I cut her open with a razor blade: it was neither. She had been carrying the results of the black sword mating all this time. There was a colossal brood of blacks and albinos, quite a hundred, evenly divided, all of which looked almost ready for birth, there being no eggs attached to their bellies as is normal in under-developed young livebearers.

I have found before that it is possible for a female already fertilised by one male to be re-fertilised by a second, which takes priority, during the few days around the time she is delivering the brood of the first male. But never before have I had a fish carrying a brood from one male, re-fertilised, and having a brood from the second male before she ever had or even looked like having a brood from the first male. Although there were a few eggs in the fish as well as the black and albino young, there was no trace of any more yellow sword-swords.

It seems that in a black × white cross, whether swords or platys are used, you risk the loss of the female, though this may be purely coincidental. I would appreciate receiving the views of anyone working on a similar cross.

R. B. Perrett

The Aquarist
THE BEST FOOD FOR TROPICALS

Spratt's Tropical Fish Food contains Dried Liver Meal, Yeast, Dried Shrimp, etc., and is available in two grades—Fine or Coarse.

SPRATT'S
TROPICAL FISH FOOD
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL SPRATT'S STOCKISTS

PRICE 1/-

Have you had a copy of SPRATT'S Book "MODERN FISHKEEPING"?

36 pages. Deals with all aspects of fishkeeping in pond and aquarium, including special chapters on pond construction, with layout for typical Garden Pond, price 6d. from Spratt's Stockists or 8d. post paid direct from Spratt's.

Price lists of Fish Foods and Aquatic Plants for Pond and Aquarium, also Accessories for cold and tropical aquariums, sent free on application to

SPRATT'S PATENT LTD., 41-47 BOW ROAD, LONDON, E.3

WALTER R. SMITH
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria
39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER, 4 Telephone: Deansgate 2961

We specialise in Angle Iron aquariums and frames, also stands. Nine standard sizes always in stock, despatched in crates chargeable at 30/- (returnable) half carriage paid, any odd size made to order and painted any colour, guaranteed square and free from welds, satisfaction or money refunded.

FIFTY VARIETIES OF TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH USUALLY IN STOCK. FORTY-FIVE LARGE TANKS OF FISH ON VIEW

Distributor of Brosiam Products, Angel Equipment, Es Es Equipment, Prockter Acrators, Water Life and Aquarist booklets, Tropico Fish Food, Limpet and Compass Thermometers, Reliable thermostats, Hy-Flo Products, Aquatic Developments, Ditchfields Fish Booklets, The Scottish Fisheries, Black Magic Leak Proof Aquarium Cement, Aquafem Products, Little Wizard and Kingfisher heaters, and all leading makes of aquatic equipment.

PRICE LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION
WHOLESALE AQUARIUM SUPPLIES

AERATORS THERMOSTATS HEATERS
Challenger ... 25/- Evans ... ... 25/6 Evans ... ... 16/3
Scott ... ... 36/- Angel ... ... 26/6 Angel ... ... 16/3
Prockter ... ... 50/- Little Wizard 25/- & 28/6 Little Wizard ... ... 16/3

Also Nets, Thermometers and all other appliances

ALL LEADING BRANDS OF FISH FOOD, BROSIAM, META VEGA, HYKRO, ETC.

Aquafern and Colorfern ... packets 1/- and 2/-
Plantaqueous (Red and Green) ... ... 1/-

NORTHERN AND MIDLAND DEALERS
A POSTCARD WILL BRING A VAN TO YOUR DOOR

STUART ERKINE
WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 4

Member of A.T.A.
Telephone: CENtral 5997

---

P.SLUIJS' FISHFOOD

This well-known leading Continental Fishfood is now obtainable in this country. Experts in Holland, Belgium, France, Switzerland and other countries have proved its worth, and are unanimous in praising its qualities.

Ask your dealer to supply, but if unable to obtain locally, send 1/9 for a trial carton, and give us the name of your usual supplier.

PACKED IN 3 GRADES
No. 1 (Coarse) for Coldwater fish.
No. 2 (Medium) for Tropicals.
No. 3 (Fine) for Fry (coldwater and trop.)

PER 1/6 CARTON
also in 4½d. packets

E. W. COOMBS
The Woodlands, Walderslade Road,
Chatham, Kent

Phone: Bluebell Hill 268
Sherwood Pet Stores of Sidcup

SERVICE QUALITY SATISFACTION

Traders!!

PHONE: BEXLEYHEATH 7217
WRITE: 252 SHERWOOD PARK AVENUE, SIDCUP, KENT

* * *

WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR ALL LEADING MAKES OF AQUARIUM APPLIANCES, INCLUDING ANGEL ELECTRICAL, LITTLE WIZARD, ES-ES, SINGLETON BROS., HY-FLO, CHALLENGER, BLACK MAGIC CEMENT, AQUA-FERN, SPRATTS, BROSIAM, SATRO, TROPICO, REJECTORS, ETC.

Tropicals!!

MANY VARIETIES AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES IN THE TRADE

Also Thousands of GOLDFISH and SHUBUNKINS

252 SHERWOOD PARK AVENUE, SIDCUP, KENT
ROBERT JACKSON (Naturalists) LTD.

offer

Breeding Pairs Shubunkins 6 ins. to 8 ins. from 20/- to 40/- pair
Breeding Trios Shubunkins 6 ins. to 8 ins. from 30/- to 60/- trio
Giant Goldfish 6 ins. to 8 ins. Breeding Pairs 30/-
Giant Goldfish 6 ins. to 8 ins. Breeding Trios 45/-
(Two males—one female)

Can and Carriage on the above 4/6

PYTHONs from £10 each—IGUANAS from £5 each
Stumtailed and Blue-tongued skinks — water lizards

EMERALD TREE BOAS · CROCODILES · MONITORS
ANACONDAS · EUROPEAN REPTILES IN THE SPRING

books

Northern agent for BLANDFORD PRESS LTD.

visit our stand

THE BRITISH AQUARISTS' FESTIVAL
BELLE VUE, MANCHESTER, 2nd-5th May

and during the season at
THE LIDO AQUARIUM, CLIFTONVILLE, MARGATE
THE AQUARIUM AMUSEMENT PARK, SKEGNESS

Retail and wholesale lists on request. Advice with pleasure, but keep it short and print name and address.

ROBERT JACKSON (Naturalists) LTD.
1 PARK AVENUE · TIMPERLEY · CHESHIRE
Telephone: Sale 7274
RAY'S 1-2 THE FACADE, KNIGHT'S HILL, WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27
(Adjoining West Norwood Station)

TROPICAL AND COLDWATER AQUARIA

We have an excellent selection of many varieties of Tropical and Coldwater fish including
the following:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angel Fish</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nager Barb</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persians</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cloud Mountain Minnows</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Ray Fish</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Fish</td>
<td>10/–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant Danios</td>
<td>5/–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebras</td>
<td>2/–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Swordtails</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Swordtails</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Mollies</td>
<td>5/–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagaets</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon Plays</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Rainbows</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL PRICES RULING AT DATE OF GOING TO PRESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel Aquarium Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 6 x 6</td>
<td>11/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 x 8 x 8</td>
<td>14/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 x 10 x 10</td>
<td>17/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Tier Stands</td>
<td>43/–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR YOUR AQUARIA AT RAY'S

KINGSLAND FISHERIES
AVONMORE PLACE, LONDON, W.14
(50 yards down Avonmore Road OPPOSITE OLYMPIA)

HOURS OF BUSINESS: Mon. to Sat 10 a.m.–6 p.m. Thurs. 10 a.m.–1 p.m. Closed for Lunch 1–2.15 p.m.

GOOD VARIETY OF POPULAR SPECIES OF
HEALTHY TROPICAL FISH AND PLANTS

OVER THIRTY SPECIES ARE BRED ON
OUR OWN PREMISES

LIVE FOOD ALWAYS IN STOCK

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
TOM C. SAVILLE LTD.

for

TROPICAL FISH, COLDWATER FISH, PLANTS,
FOODS, AQUARIA, AND ALL EQUIPMENT

WHOLESALE & RETAIL  IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS

Owing to the cold weather, supplies of fish have been held up, but we are
now receiving shipments and can offer better supplies in the near future.
Ask to be placed on our mailing lists.

TO PET STORES: New imports of Tortoises expected this month.
Write for details of prices, etc.

REMEMBER OUR NEW ADDRESS:

9 STATION ROAD, BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM

Telephone: 55655

“SUREGROW”
FISH FOODS

Con dining green vegetable so vital to your
fishes diet. Packed in screw top airtight jars

STANDARD FOOD 1/-, 1/6, 2/6, 4/6
FRY FOOD - - - 1/6 and 2/6

NOW SOMETHING NEW

TONIC FLAKES 2/-

Specially prepared to give your fish added zest for the
breeding period, or as a tonic generally.
Post 6d. extra, any size

To save expense of postage ask your Dealer to supply—He will be pleased to stock.
Trade—send for lists to SOUTH COAST AQUATICS

443 ASHLEY RD., PARKSTONE, DORSET

“SURESEAL”
AQUARIUM GLAZING COMPOUND

WE CLAIM THIS TO BE THE MOST
SATISFACTORY, EASY AND CLEAN TO
USE CEMENT, YET SOLD. GLAZED
WITH THIS CEMENT YOUR AQUARIUM
WILL NOT LEAK EVEN IF THE FRAME
IS NOT DEAD TRUE.

PER 1/4 LB.
Packed in tins, 2 lb., 3 lb., 4 lb., 5 lb., 7 lb.
Postage extra at postal rate.
Please enquire at P.O. before remitting

SOUTH COAST AQUATICS

Telephone: Parkstone 3521
and at SOUTHAMPTON & READING
INSIST ON
ARBOLITE
Q. S.
AQUARIUM
PUTTY

Available in 1½ lb., 2½ lb., 4 lb., 7 lb.
and 14 lb. tins, ½ cwt. and 1 cwt. kegs

Sole Manufacturers:
ADSHEAD RATCLIFFE & CO. LTD.,
PREMIER WORKS, BELPER, DERBY.
Phone: Belper 351/2

MICRO
WORMS

2/6 post paid
MONEY BACK OR REPLACEMENT
IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED

D. JOEL,
MALVERN,
VICTORIA AVENUE, LAINDON, ESSEX

MICRO
WORMS

TOM NORTH
AQUARIST — ORNITHOLOGIST

With a grand show of
TROPICAL FISHES
at reasonable prices

- Grand selection of Goldfish, Shubunkins,
Comets, Golden Orfe, Catfish, Bitterling,
Silver Rudd and Bass, etc.
Breeding pairs of Adult Goldfish and Adult
Shubunkins.

- Wanted. I am prepared to pay good prices
for good class Veils, Moors and Fantails.

- All sizes of Aquariums, including bows of
various designs.

- Large range of Appliances and Fish Foods.

- Breeder of High Class Pedigree Budgerigars.
S.A.E. FOR LATEST LIST OR CALL AND INSPECT

217 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX

K. T. AQUARIUM

34 WILLES ROAD, KENTISH TOWN, N.W.5
(Opposite the N.W. London Polytechnic and
side of Prince of Wales Public Baths)

HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10.30 a.m.—8 p.m. Closed Wednesday 1 p.m.,
and all day Sunday

- ALL AQUARISTS SHOULD MAKE A POINT
OF PAYING US A VISIT, YOU WILL BE
WARMLY WELcomed AND ABLE TO
BROWSE AROUND IN A PLEASANT
ENVIRONMENT.

WE ARE STOCKISTS OF ALL THE LEADING
APPARATUS AND HAVE A VERY GOOD
SELECTION OF TROPICAL AND COLD-
WATER FISH.

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR AIM AS
WE LOOK ON THAT AS GOOD BUSINESS.
S. A. E. PLEASE FOR OUR APPARATUS LIST.
TOM C. SAVILLE LTD.
for
TROPICAL FISH, COLDWATER FISH, PLANTS,
FOODS, AQUARIA, AND ALL EQUIPMENT

WHOLESALE & RETAIL  IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS

Owing to the cold weather, supplies of fish have been held up, but we are now receiving shipments and can offer better supplies in the near future. Ask to be placed on our mailing lists.

TO PET STORES: New imports of Tortoises expected this month. Write for details of prices, etc.

REMEMBER OUR NEW ADDRESS:
9 STATION ROAD, BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM
Telephone: 55655

“SUREGROW”
FISH FOODS
Con aining green vegetable so vital to your fishes diet. Packed in screw top airtight jars

STANDARD FOOD 1/-, 1/6, 2/6, 4/6
FRY FOOD - - - 1/6 and 2/6

NOW SOMETHING NEW
TONIC FLAKES 2/-
Specially prepared to give your fish added zest for the breeding period, or as a tonic generally. Post 6d. extra, any size

“SURESEAL”
AQUARIUM GLAZING COMPOUND
WE CLAIM THIS TO BE THE MOST SATISFACTORY, EASY AND CLEAN TO USE CEMENT, YET SOLD. GLAZED WITH THIS CEMENT YOUR AQUARIUM WILL NOT LEAK EVEN IF THE FRAME IS NOT DEAD TRUE.

PER 1/4 LB.
Packed in tins, 2 lb., 3 lb., 4 lb., 5 lb., 7 lb. Postage extra at postal rate. Please enquire at P.O. before remitting

To save expense of postage ask your Dealer to supply—He will be pleased to stock.
Trade—send for lists to SOUTH COAST AQUATICS
443 ASHLEY RD., PARKSTONE, DORSET
Telephone: Parkstone 3521
and at SOUTHAMPTON & READING
Sherwood Pet Stores of Sidcup

Dealers!!

PLEASE NOTE THESE ADDITIONAL NEW LINES

‘OZONIA’ AIR PUMP 57/6

This Pump is of German manufacture, workmanship of exceptional quality, silent and efficient. Guaranteed 6 months.

Brosiam ‘Bio-Vic’ in 6d. drums.
Brosiam ‘Hyko’ the new meat floating fish food in 9d. drums

METALKRAFTS AIR PUMP 25/-

SERVICE QUALITY

SATISFACTION

SEND FOR WHOLESALE LIST NOW!!!

WE ARE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR ALL LEADING MAKES OF AQUARIUM APPLIANCES, INCLUDING: ANGEL, LITTLE WIZARD, ES-ES, SINGLETON BROS., HY-FLO, BLACK MAGIC CEMENT, AQUAFERN, BROSIAM PRODUCTS, SATRO, TROPICO, ETC. also

ES-ES
COMPASS
THERMOMETERS
7/6 each.

VIVO
THE AQUARIUM
REJUVENATOR
PACKED IN
1/6 & 2/6
CARTONS

Tropicals!!

MANY VARIETIES AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES IN THE TRADE

PHONE: BEXLEYHEATH 7217

252 SHERWOOD PARK AVENUE,
SIDCUP, KENT